DAYDA
DAY 1:NADOR- FES: On arrival at Nador Airport,

DÍA 3: DESERT

you will be met by our representative and

A day reserved for enjoying, revelling and

transferred directly to your hotel in Fes.

experiencing the desert in its purest form; we will
start our day in Hasselabied where we will enter in a
palm grove created and looked after by the entire
community. We will continue our trip among the
dunes and desert tracks passing by Merzouga and we
will travel through time when visiting the small
village of Khamlia, which is inhabited by nomads

DAY 2: FES-MIDELT-DESERT:
We will set off for Midelt via Ifrane - also known as
the Moroccan Switzerland; we will stop and rest in
the forest of Azrou where we will be able to enjoy
watching the monkeys play in their natural habitat,
among the millenary cedars, and then we will
continue our journey through the Middle Atlas
Mountains until reaching Midelt. We will then go
through the Ziz Valley to reach Erfoud, from where
we will follow a track leading us to the desert and
we will travel among the dunes up to the Kasbah.

from sub-Saharan Africa. Here, we will hear some
popular African music Gnawa and the locals will
accompany us on a tour of their village. in the
evening, we will get on a camel and travel deeper
into the heart of the desert and lose ourselves in its
immensity with the aim of spending one night under
the stars at kHaima, just like the authentic Berber
people, with whom we will enjoy their drum music
and a typical dinner
DAY 4: DESERT - FES
We will wake up at daybreak to see the impressive
desert sunrise and after a delicious breakfast and a
quick shower at the hotel we will continue our
experiences among the dunes. In the afternoon we
will head back to Fes.
DAY 5: FES-NADOR
Depart at any time directly to Nador airport.

